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Introduction
This research expands upon a previously researched mathematical model
describing the tendency of individuals who share certain traits to associate and
form clusters in social networks [7]. We used a stochastic model to transform data
describing the similarities between people into an adjacency matrix that describes
whether people in the network are connected. The adjacency matrix can then be
visualized as a network of nodes and edges. We used a GPA data set from a high
school in Moscow, Russia [1], and compared our modeled social network to how
the students were actually connected based on their use of social media. We
investigated the impact of lowering the levels of homophily in a small number of
nodes in the model on the connectivity of the network.

Homophily Data
IHomophily is deined as the tendency for people to associate with other people

who share similar traits [7].
I The data used in our research was collected from an anonymized group of 655

students from a Russian public high school in Moscow by Smirnov and Thurmer
[1].
I The data contains information on the student’s academic performance (GPA) in

addition to information detailing the same students’ social networks. The
networks between students were based one ”likes” made by students to other
students pages on the European social networking site VK, that provides a
functionality similar to Facebook.
I Because ”likes” are directional (ie. student 1 liking student 2’s page does not

imply that student 2 has liked student 1’s page), the connections between the
students can be classified as incoming and outgoing. The data includes 211
students with no incoming connections, 265 students with no outgoing
connections, and 168 students with no connections in either direction.
I The GPAs of the students are approximately normally distributed and unimodal

with a GPA mode between 3.8 and 4.0.

Graph and Network Theory
Graph and Network theory are widely used to model social networks [2]. Each
person is represented by a node (or vertex) and the connections between people
are represented by the edges connected them.
If two people in the network are friends, there is an edge connecting them, this
can also be represented by a 1 in an adjacency matrix.

Once a network is formed, we can use graph theory to quantify the connectivity
of the network. This is specifically useful when comparing how similar our
modeled social network is to the actual network.

Measures of Graph Connectivity
e: The number of edges.
v: The number of nodes.
Edge density: the ratio of the number of edges and the number of possible edges.
Gamma index: γ = e

v(v−1)
2

should be between 0 and 1. A lager value of γ indicates a
more connected graph.

Beta index: β = e
v: the average degree of nodes in the network.
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TheMathematicalModel
Model Assumptions
I Each individual in the social network has their own quantifiable trait that we use to gauge their similarity to others in the network, in this

example we used GPA.
IOne person will connect to another person if the difference between their trait(s) does not exceed a certain value, given a certain homophily

level.
I Each person’s traits will change slightly in each time step.
I The connection between a pair of nodes is eliminated if the difference in traits exceeds a certain value.
For the initial model, we use a model created by Maggie Mehlman ’19 based on [7]. Each node in the network has the same homophily level.
Over time, the network tends to cluster, as nodes tend to connect with other nodes that share similar traits. A question that arose from this
research was what it would take to make a clustered network re-connect.
For this model we need to input a data set. The data set needs to have a number of individuals with some traits. Then we will use these data as
the starting point with our self-define homophily value to simulate the changes of the social network.
There are some steps for this model to complete:
1. Compute the difference between traits for each pair of nodes, i and j:

di,j = − | Gi,t0 − Gj,t0 |

2. We define Bi,j as
Bi,j = η0 + η1di,j.

3. The ties, Ai,j are then determined by measuring the latent variable Bi,j against a randomly generated matrix, ε and removing the connection
of nodes with themselves.

Ci,j =

{
1, Bi,j > εi,j
0, Bi,j 6 εi,j

Di,j =

{
1, di,j , 0
0, di,j = 0

Ai,j =

{
1, Ci,j + Di,j > 2
0, Ci,j + Di,j < 2

If Ai,j = 1, a tie is formed between two nodes. Otherwise, the nodes remain disconnected. In this model, a greater homophily value indicates a
stronger level of homophily.

Parameter Meaning in the Context of the GPA data set
Gi,tn: The GPA of student i at nth semester

di,j: The difference between GPA of student i and j (always negative).
η0: The propensity for two students to form a tie.
η1: The homophily value between 0 and 1.

Results

(a) Real-life connected network
from social media

(b) Example of a system with η0 =

0.5, t = 200 and ∼ N(1, 0). Right
now η1 = 0.75

(c) Example of a system with η0 =

0.5, t = 200 and ∼ N(1, 0). Right
now η1 = 0.05

Figure: Social network at some time step depending on the value of η1.

When the homophily value for the network is smaller, it becomes more connected. With a lower homophily value,
people are less selective about their connections and then make more connections.

Results (cont.)
Instead of looking at different homophily value for all of the nodes. We try to lower the homophily of one particular node.
We expect that it will has more connections with the lower homophily value. Then we want to see how the network connects
and how those measures changes. Also, we want to look at number of neighbors of that node and the average GPA of those
neighbors.

(a)

These are the subgraphs of the node with lower homophily value. We observe that the number of neighbors and connections
decrease with higher homophily value of the node (node 1 in the graph is the node in the data set). When we think about this
observation, with higher homophily value, people are more selective about their friends and therefore may have fewer
connections.

(b) (c) (d)

(e)

The x-axis represents an increase in η2 (the homophily value for the chosen node). The graphs (b) and (c), use the exact η2
value we mentioned at the beginning of this section. The other four graphs don’t have an exact η2 value. We observe from
these graphs that:

1. with higher homophily value, the number of neighbors for each node decreases,
2. with more neighbors, the average GPA of neighbors decreases,
3. with higher homophily value, the gamma value decreases but has some variation after η2 = 10,
4. and with higher homophily value, the transitivity value increases but has some variation after η2 = 10.

So for the average GPA, when the node has only a few connections, those neighbors have a high average GPA. With lower η2,
the node is less selective about its connections. Then it has more connections but a lower average GPA. The variation in
gamma and transitivity may be due to randomness in the value of ε in our model.

Conclusions
Our model shows that there is some correlation between GPA similarity and the formation of a social network. This research
is a great example of how mathematics can be used to model human behavior and choice in friendship. Ideas from network
theory may also be used to model the spread of diseases in small communities with an underlying social network structure.
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